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Foreword 

 

This guidebook is a sincere account of our journey throughout the ILTERG Project. The 

members of the project team answered questions about guidelines about international 

collaborative research groups and the project. The points to consider when setting up 

international research groups and managing a project are briefly explained with extracts 

from project members. All of us shared our experience sincerely. 

We do hope our experience would help those who would endeavor to collaborate in 

international research and manage an international project. 

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank each and every member of the ILTERG 

Project below for their contributions. 

Prof. Dr. Gonca Yangın Ekşi 

 

The ILTERG Project Team: 

Gazi University 
Gonca Yangın Ekşi 
Asuman Aşık 
Burçak Yılmaz Yakışık 
Serhan Köse 
Nazlı Güngör 
Büşra Çelen 
Fatima Nur Fişne 
Abdülvahit Çakır 
Dinçay Köksal (ÇOMU) 
Gölge Seferoğlu (METU) 
 
Evora University  
Luis Guerra 
Ricardo Jaime da Silva Pereira 
Lili Cavalheiro 
Olga Golçalves 

 
 
Boğaziçi University 
Yasemin Bayyurt 
Sumru Akcan 
Işıl Erduran 
Yavuz Kurt 
Ecehan Sönmez 
Elifcan Öztekin 
 
Pomeranian University 
Dorota Werbinska 
Malgorzata Ekiert 
Idalia Smoczyk-Jackowiak 
Beata Kowalewska 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Our Aim  

Interaction among researchers is one of the main pillars of social and scientific 

advancements. It is widely accepted that collaboration leads to greater productivity 

and impact.  

 

The main aim of ILTERG Project is to establish international research groups in 

language teacher education. The groups will collaborate in research and share 

expertise to contribute to the field of language teacher education.  

 

Project Partners  

Gazi University, Turkey/ Project Coordinator  
Boğaziçi University, Turkey  
University of Evora, Portugal  
Pomeranian University, Poland  

 

 

Intellectual Outputs  

 A needs analysis survey towards collaborative research in Language 
Teacher Education  

 Research articles in sub-fields  
 A book of principled review in the field of  
 Language Teacher Education  
 Workshops for novice researchers  
 A guidebook on establishment of international research groups  
 An international conference on Language Teacher Education  
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Getting Started 

 

We do believe getting started right will pave the way for a successful project. Before 

you start your project, you need to get the project management basics right. The first 

thing to do is to hold a kickoff meeting. During the kickoff meeting, the project 

coordinator should define the following: the scope of the project, the members and 

their roles, outputs and the schedule.  

The kickoff is when everyone in the project team is introduced to the project, the scope 

and their roles and responsibilities and eventually the products of the project. The 

members of the project should get a clear grasp of the project at the end of the kickoff 

meeting. It is also the ideal time to define the hierarchy in the project, set group 

coordinators and define who reports to whom.  

The outputs of the project should also be discussed in the kickoff meeting so that the 

project members would know what will be produced when and what they should 

contribute in the process.  

Finally, the time schedule and deadlines about each step or output should be defined. 

Deadlines for outputs or decision about time and place for the following meetings 

should be defined in the kickoff meeting even though you have not locked down the 

exact dates for them yet. To successfully complete a project, several number of 

activities should be completed on the pre-determined schedule. No deadline should be 

missed to avoid knock-on effect on the rest of the project. Therefore, you are advised 
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to prepare a gantt chart. A gantt chart visually illustrates what is involved in a project 

and in what order shown against a timechart.  

 

Setting up International Research Groups 

Collaboration in research is on the rise and more and more researchers are reaching 

out to their colleagues all around the world because of the need to conduct 

interdisciplinary research, to access and share expertise and innovative approaches 

to problem solving. The digital age is also making international collaboration 

easier. Setting up a network of colleagues worldwide might be rewarding considering 

all expertise and cultural backgrounds. International collaboration yields publications 

with more visibility and more impact by citation rates. Yet, setting up international 

research groups might have a number of challenges as well, such as difficulty of 

making contact with international institutions in different time zones, adapting to 

different work cultures, matching partners with common research interests, keeping up 

with deadlines, even distribution of the work load and different educational contexts in 

different countries.  

Gonca: Though international collaboration has several advantages, getting used to 

another work culture might be difficult at times. People handle things differently and 

you need to find a common ground. You need to be precise about what you mean. I 

have also come to recognize that international projects tend to move more slowly than 
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usual. Setting up meetings in different countries with colleagues with different 

workloads might also be difficult especially when the academic calendars are different. 

One challenge is finding the right person to collaborate fir the research not only in terms 

of research interests but also work ethics and timing.  

Olga: There are several challenges to be considered, namely: challenges addressing 

content, methodological procedures and dissemination of results; data collection and 

possible obstacles met in every country involved ; data analysis and the need for a 

close collaboration of researchers, some of them specialized in different scientific 

areas, to tackle possible conceptual variations in their research work; feasible 

deadlines for core activities, bearing in mind different academic calendars; the setting 

up of good communication strategies. 

Asuman: The first challenge is organizing the research group members for a specific 

research topic. The researchers in the project may have different research purposes 

and interests. The number of researchers in each group need to be balanced because 

some groups were more crowded than the others. Another challenge during the set up 

process can be that one researcher may participate in several groups because of the 

limited number of researchers in some groups. The division of labour may not be 

balanced due to this problem. 

Lili: One challenge is the issue of timelines, since each country/partner has different 

academic calendars and sometimes it may be difficult to meet the deadlines, especially 

when considering classes, assessment and other bureaucratic work that takes up 

much time. 

Yasemin: When you are in different places it is difficult to find a common time to meet. 

It was difficult to get hold of the partners when we needed to revise and go over the 

papers we were composing, the questionnaire we were preparing. So distance, time 

difference and time lapse between correspondence with the partners when we needed 

to consult them could be the major challenges I would list when someone asks me this 

question.  

Burçak: Team members need to communicate with each other continuously in such a 

big international group in order to coordinate and help each other. Most of the time this 

coordination was done through e-mails due to the physical distance between the team 
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members. I think this was the biggest challenge because team members had to meet 

at a common ground on several things such as revising the drafts of articles, data 

collection process, data analysis. Due to the physical distance and different academic 

calendars of the team members at their own institutions, meeting deadlines of 

academic works became a big challenge. 

Luis: Although the coordinator of any international research group has some 

information about the partner institutions before the project gets approved, the 

members of all national institutions don’t know each other. In other words, it is very 

likely that it’ll be the first time they work together and collaborate towards a common 

goal. The differences will exist not only in individual and personal terms but also 

regarding cultural and academic features among all members of the project. It is 

imperative that the main and national coordinators keep that in mind and foster the 

establishment of interpersonal skills not only in all meetings but also whenever the 

members are supposed to share information, for instance, via online meetings or email 

exchanges. Also, before any transnational meeting or, in the initial phase of the project, 

through online meetings, there can be a series of games and activities that help the 

project members build interpersonal skills. 

Dorota: Proper defining of the aim and scope of a project. SMART acronym could be 

helpful here: how specific it would be, how it would be measured, how ambitious it 

would be, how realistic and how much time it would take. This is universal for all 

projects, something that you start any project with. 

- Inviting the right people: What I mean is that the invited group of project participants 

should identify with the assumptions of the project, its themes and expected outcomes. 

They should be willing to invest their time and effort to pursue the tasks, treat the 

project seriously, feel responsible for their bits, and sometimes even ready to give up 

some other things for the sake of the project. In our case, the dates of one of the 

mobilities coincided with an important visit of a colleague from Japan to our university, 

but there were no second thoughts about giving up the mobility. What can you do if 

people don’t feel attached to the project? Not much. That’s why some time should be 

spent on deciding who could be invited, who is less reliable and perhaps shouldn’t join 

the project. It’s good if people treat it as a privilege, not simply work to be done, even 

worse so, as a source of earning money. But ‘the right people’ also means inviting 
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those who can contribute their knowledge or expertise to the project. There are 

concrete outcomes to achieve, and the aim is to have an expected product, so mere 

willingness to help on the part of a participant may not be sufficient. So, once again, 

the right people should be invited to a given project. 

Ricardo: Selecting partners with compatible work patterns and profiles, seeing this 

project involved many professionals who did not know each other at any level. This is 

a calculated risk but, nonetheless, the outcome is always uncertain. Furthermore, it is 

essential to build well-balanced teams that value multi-disciplinary collaboration. 

Malgorzata: Reliable partners: Thanks to this project I realised how important it is to 

cooperate with reliable artners who are supportive, willing to cooperate and doing their 

best to meet deadlines. We especially depended on one another while selecting 

research topics for articles, collecting data and writing articles. Because of some minor 

delays, it was occasionally impossible to complete tasks on time. For example, the 

same studies were supposed to be conducted in different countries. The delays in 

obtaining study results from other groups influenced the completion of the further parts 

of an article. Roles and responsibilities: Some roles and responsibilities varied, 

depending on the project outcome. It was, therefore, vital to know how to adjust to 

changes. I was assigned two roles: a researcher and a technician. My responsibilities 

were determined by my roles as well as project outcomes. For example, as a 

technician, I helped with preparing and storing documents. In September and October 

2018, I also helped with preparing our 2nd ILTERG meeting in Poland. It was a 

completely new experience for me. I had felt very apprehensive before the meeting, 

however the tension quickly disappeared once I saw all project participants smiling and 

joking on arrival in Słupsk:) Anticipating problems: In line with clearly stated roles, once 

some problems were addressed, the project participants knew whom to contact directly 

to seek help. While writing articles I was not always sure whether I needed to discuss 

certain obstacles with my manager or another person responsible for the same article. 

I decided on my own to contact another person and inform my manager about it as 

well. For instance, it was sometimes difficult to encourage the participants of the study 

for the “ICT integration in English language teacher education: insights from Turkey, 

Portugal and Poland” article to fill out the online version of the survey. We decided with 

Asuman Aşık to distribute a paper version as well. My manager was informed about 

all the steps undertaken by us. 
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Nazlı: In my opinion, setting up an international research group has some challenges 

as well as advantages. First of all, finding the common ground with your partners is 

difficult since all the group members are new to the project. It takes some time to get 

to know each other in the same group in terms of research interests, work discipline, 

and a promising research topic. Second, during the research process, not every group 

member can perform as much as you can. The duties and tasks may need to be fulfilled 

by the same member in each step (research, analysis, writing up). As a result, the 

workload may increase for that person. So, sometimes the deadline for specified 

assignments can be missed. The quality of the studies may not be as expected. 

Sometimes it is a necessity to communicate directly. If you are collaborating online, 

group members may not answer directly, may get back to you very late, or may answer 

very short. Then, the decision making, problem solving, or task doing may be delayed. 

Third, in the data collection process, the group members who are responsible for this 

should contact participants directly and inform them about the requirements properly. 

This is important because sometimes you need to check what the participant means 

in the data. So, you try to reach out to him but there may be no answer. And, you have 

to wait for a long time to clarify the meaning. Finally, based on my experience, each 

group member should participate actively in writing the discussion part since they know 

their own country, contexts, schools, and students more than anyone else. This is 

especially important to relate the findings to the international readership.  

Beata: I imagine setting up an international research group poses a big challenge for 

all the parties involved in a given research. First of all, research participants are 

supposed to work out the rules of collaboration between academic researchers to 

maintain a research partnership at each stage of the research process. To ensure 

effective cooperation the research partners might need to engage in respectful 

negotiations before and throughout the research process to guarantee that the 

expectations, concerns and needs of each participant are addressed. Successful 

partnership requires transparency and understanding of the different skills and 

expertise academic researchers bring to a research project. 

Elifcan: The biggest problem was the physical distance and discrepancies between 

the schedules of the groups. At points, it could be difficult to find common periods to 

work together as different dates could be busy for different groups. 
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Ecehan: I think that working with an international research group is a rewarding 

experience. However, I can state that it has some difficulties such as not being able to 

come together for a quick meeting or to exchange ideas in a detailed manner while 

working on a joint project. Although we sent and received feedback via e-mails and 

video calls, it does not give the feeling of working hands-on in a group at the same 

place. 

Işıl: Differing work ethics, understanding of time management, scientific approach. 

Idalia: Both, the greatest risk and challenge involves the choice of partners who are to 

constitute the international research group. It seems that issues such as personal 

qualities or cultural differences might be as important as areas of scientific interest or 

scientific achievement. Especially attitudes referring to task distribution or meeting the 

deadlines might differ depending on personal features and cultural background. That 

sort of challenge, however, might turn into an advantage, enhancing one’s cultural 

sensitivity, broadening one’s horizons and offering frequent opportunities for 

discussion and/or negotiation. 

 

 

Aim and Scope 

The scope of a project is all the work involved in producing the outcomes and activities 

and mapping the processes to realize them. Every project needs a clear scope, which 

defines exactly what is included in the project and what is not. In other words, what the 

project entails in terms of a locked list of outcomes, products, activities and so on. 

Once the project starts, the clearly defined scope keeps you on track and thus you will 

not be thrown off the schedule, budget or other available sources. The aim and the 

scope of the project should be defined during the planning stage and shared with all 

members right from the start- preferably in the kickoff meeting. The planning stage 

should define the project scope, timeline and budget. The scope is important in that it 

also decides the products and the team members in the project depending on the 

expertise needed to complete the project. It is also very important to set up a team 

whose research interests are compatible with the project.  
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Gonca: Defining the scope of the project is knowing where you are going and how. 

The aim and the scope was the backbone of the project when I was planning the project 

as the project coordinator. The scope and what you want to achieve at the end make 

the core of the project. During the execution of the project, the coordinator should be 

concerned primarily with controlling what is and what is not part of the project’s scope 

and keep everyone on track. Any divergence from the mapped out scope and aims will 

result in waste of time, energy, effort and budget. A well-defined project scope helps 

you keep in line with the aims of the project and meet the deadlines and avoid a number 

of problems such as changes or irrelevant ideas that come up throughout the project 

or overspending the budget. 

Dorota: The best thing would be to precisely name what kind of people (a project 

participant profile) a project coordinator wants, in terms of their interests. It’s good if 

the participants’ professional interests are compatible with the aims of the project. 

Sometimes the title of a project does not reflect what is meant. A clear and 

unambiguous understanding of the aim, sort of ‘deconstructing’ its title, might be 

helpful. For example, in our project the term: ‘Language teacher education research 

group’ was a bit misleading. Some participants took it literally and thought that the 

object of attention would be only a language teacher, whereas others thought it would 

be about the scope of activities in which language teachers are involved, that is 

language teaching. Fortunately, we managed to address both issues (especially seen 

in our outcome 3) but some negotiation of meaning was needed. Yes, I think it would 

be ideal if the title of a project was reflected in the participants’ research interests. 

Asuman: Previous research studies of the researchers may be revised before setting 

up the research groups. Also, the researchers first may discuss their research interests 

in groups. One of the researchers who is experienced in conducting research studies 

can act like a leader of the research group. The leader can provide some guiding topics 

for brainstorming about the aim of the research group and act as a facilitator to guide 

the researchers. 

Luis: The main coordinator of any international project has to start the process of 

establishing the overall aims, scope and research areas of the project before 

identifying the final partners. After contacts are made and the partners are finally 

identified, it is important to consider the similarities and differences between the 
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different national groups. Excellent awareness of intercultural collaboration is expected 

from the coordinator(s). In the case of this project, three main national groups were 

involved: Turkish, Polish and Portuguese. These three groups are quite distinct from 

each other in terms of culture, history and attitudes toward personal and social values 

and behavior. Managing all these differences is likely to be one of the most difficult 

challenges throughout the project. Moreover, a thorough awareness among all project 

members of each one’s research activities and interests is imperative, especially in the 

initial phases of the project. 

Yasemin:  I believe, we should first form groups of people with similar interest areas 

from each partner university. Then, we should get together to see what would be 

researchable topics at that time in relation to the topic of interest among the group 

members. After deciding the topic of interest, we can start by administering a needs 

analysis survey to find out what the needs of the target groups are to design the study. 

The next step would be to form groups who would be interested in doing similar 

research in their contexts. It would be a good collaboration if all the parties collected 

data and compared their findings in connection with their context. I believe, this kind of 

data comparison would be good to see differences or similarities across different 

contexts. So, it is good to design research projects based on contextual factors that 

might help researchers to collaborate successfully. 

Idalia: There are various aspects to be taken into consideration when setting up 

research groups. Probably the most important issue refers to the relevance of 

researcher’s field of study to the aim of research. In terms of scope, it must be decided 

whether research is to be interdisciplinary or limited to a single discipline, and if it is 

going to be theoretical, practical or mixed. It is also worth to consider if the research 

group should include only one or multiple institutions. Another aspect which must be 

taken into account is the desired outcome of the research (for example, exchange of 

ideas, scientific papers, a monograph, a conference). The last aspect refers to the 

question if the subject is interesting for “early career” scientists or for established 

researchers. 

Elifcan: In our project at initial steps, we set out with a needs analysis and decided on 

possible research problems that would arise from the analysis. The members from all 

partner universities volunteered to join a research team on a particular research 
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problem depending on their research interests. I believe that this method worked 

efficiently. Depending on the research contexts, research problems that could be 

addressed each participant chose to be on their research groups, which, I believe, 

facilitated the conduct of research in following steps. 

Ricardo: Ideally partners should share similar interests or at least be able to provide 

useful input so as to further the project’s development. It is also important to 

understand if the aim, scope and research interests are adequate concerning each 

partner’s context. 

Beata: Since each party brings to a research project different assets, skills and 

expertise the research intended for the project needs to be tailored to academics’ 

research interests. Thus, each party can make a valuable contribution to the project 

because of the professional knowledge and experience they bring to it. As for the aim 

and scope of the research project, the members of the research group should estimate 

the amount of time and work that is necessary for the research to be completed on 

time. Available research, financial and human resources should be taken into 

consideration while planning the research in order not to overdo it. Working out the 

details of the workable research plan and sticking to it as far as possible might help to 

successfully realize the consecutive stages of the research project. Complex tasks can 

be broken into minor tasks to make the workload more bearable. 

Malgorzata: It might be worth informing all project participants about researchers’ 

preferences before a kick off meeting to ease the process of preparing research groups 

and to know whom to approach in case of queries. 

- needs analysis (the first outcome of the project was very informative) and  

-sampling availability 

Sometimes it was difficult to find participants that would match the same criteria in 

three different countries. For example, while supporting the Turkish groups involved in 

the “ICT integration in English language teacher education: insights from Turkey, 

Portugal and Poland” article, it turned out that I was unable to find a group that would 

match their criteria and thus satisfy their expectations. I was supposed to distribute a 
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survey among senior pre-service teachers. I could only find pre-service teachers or 

senior in-service teachers in Poland. 

Burçak: First of all, participants’ research interests should be in line with the scope of 

the project. Second, roles and responsibilities should be distributed equally, the initial 

plan should be presented in a detailed way so that team members can adapt to it in 

advance. Tasks can be given to the team members according to their skills and 

experience so that they can benefit the project. Luckily, the factors I mentioned above 

existed in our project. 

Olga: Sharing aims and research interests, members of research groups may be 

specialised in different scientific areas and envisage different critical standpoints , 

making an integrative effort that will contribute not only to the understanding of the 

construction of research identity in a world that increasingly presses for collaborative 

work, but also to the development of edging theories and practices at both national 

and international levels. The methodological and analytical trajectory may challenge 

and push the boundaries of our thinking. Valuing the links between experiences and 

disciplines in integrated knowledge may be a step further in the development of 

methods, strategies and practices that transform those links into real connections. 

Nazlı: I think there are several things that need to be considered in setting up research 

groups. First, all the project members need to come together, introduce themselves to 

others, talk about their publications, CVs, research interests, etc. Then, the topics 

selected from the introduction parts should be noted down on the board so that 

everybody can clearly see the potential research topics. We did all these stages 

successfully in this project. Then, project members need to make groups according to 

their research  interests. This can be done in round table format. In each group the 

topic needs to be narrowed down temporarily, and a very rough duty sharing should 

be made with approximate dates. Each member should be aware of the importance, 

value, aims, and products of the project beforehand. For this reason, each step in doing 

research should be traced down officially. If any of the members is not doing the 

assignments in time, s/he should be reminded kindly. 

Ecehan: Certainly, groups should have common interests and high motivation to be 

able to work together. Research scope should focus on a specific field but it should not 
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be too restrictive so that researcher could find enough flexibility for further explorations 

and interdisciplinary work. 

 

Funding and Collaboration 

Every project needs a budget to produce outcomes and make people work. Funding 

is the capital required to undertake the project, which can be met by external or internal 

resources. Financing a project might require sponsors. Throughout the course of the 

project, a detailed funding plan helps the project manager check whether or not the 

project is sticking to its budget. The main responsibility of a project manager is to run 

and execute the project successfully, aiding by the estimated budget, time and quality 

standards. These three factors: budget, time and quality, constitute the back bone of 

every single project. A properly estimated budget is vital in a project. The coordinator 

of the project is also responsible for spending the granted budget to the purpose of the 

project and reporting back to the sponsors. 

Without funding it is really difficult to run an international research group the way 

ILTERG Project is executed. However, now that the collaboration has already been 

founded, members of each group might keep contact for joint work. 

Collaboration in research is thought to be an essential component of knowledge 

development. The rationale for collaboration in research is that more people can work 

better and more productively compared to working by themselves. Hence, 

collaborative research groups typically bring together researchers with overlapping 

research interests and with a common desire to share expertise .Conducting research 

in groups especially in international networks is important in visibility and impact of the 

research done. International collaboration can also enhance publication productivity 

and quality of research. 

For satisfying results, collaboration should be successful. The first thing to do is to 

establish a team spirit among leaders of the teams and organizations in the 

collaborative partnership. International research collaboration might be very beneficial 

as for enhanced opportunities for getting published, quality of research, mentoring 
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novice researchers, sharing resources and increased opportunities for access to 

different populations and visibility. 

Gonca: The ILTERG project, as a KA2 project, is funded by the Turkish National 

Agency and co-funded by Erasmus+. The budget was estimated by me, as the 

coordinator of the project during the proposal stage. It required me to estimate how 

much each output would cost and how long would it take to complete. As for 

international meetings, travel and accommodation costs are already defined by the 

type of the project and the countries. The budget for each outputs is defined by who 

works for how many days, again definite according to the countries. So, the main task 

is to correctly define the outcome, who will be working for how many days. Improper 

budgeting might cause the project to fail. Without funding we cannot run the project as 

it is after its completion. Yet, the partnerships and collaboration and friendships will 

definitely go on. We might well work together in some more research. 

International collaboration was extremely fruitful in our case. We had enhanced 

research opportunities. Data from different contexts was valuable. We had the 

opportunity to compare different educational context in partner countries. For 

successful collaboration, I believe, every member of the teams should be aware of the 

potential benefits of research collaboration in terms of increased opportunities and 

sharing expertise.  

Yasemin: I believe, this collaboration can go without funding. The researchers may 

have similar interests and like to continue their work, thanks to technology and other 

exchange funds (e.g., Erasmus Staff Mobility Programs). Strong ties between groups 

can be established during the collaboration meetings and people might become 

lifelong learning partners working together on this project and future projects. 

Dorota: To answer the first question (collaboration without funding) I would say ‘yes’ 

and ‘no’. ‘No’ because you need money for mobilities (you can’t solve everything 

online), for technical aspects (books, stationery, etc.), and, for some people, funding 

may pose a motivating factor. On the other hand, if people are involved in the topic of 

the project and its outcomes sound attractive to them as a research endeavor, they 

could be willing to do research without financial reimbursement. If they are 

researchers, if they do research on a daily basis, and if the topic is what they want to 
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explore, they would do it anyway. What’s more, exploring the same issue on a larger 

scale (with others from other countries) could serve as an extra motivator in the sense 

of getting to know what it is like about an explored issue elsewhere. That said, I’m more 

experienced now in terms of project participation and I would definitely like to 

participate in another project. 

Luis: The project has made it possible for the Portuguese team to establish deep 

academic exchange with at least one institution due to the similarities of research aims 

between the two groups of researchers. I have no doubt that we will continue to work 

together even after this project is over. Moreover, researchers from both institutions 

are already working together in another Erasmus+ funded project (ENRICH). 

Malgorzata: The collaboration without funding is possible to a certain extent, for 

example, when asking for some advice, exchanging opinions, experiences, sharing 

knowledge. However, the collaboration on a larger scale (e.g. writing articles together, 

conducting research for project partners) requires some funding in order to organise 

meetings, to get access to publications, to promote project ideas, to receive 

gratifications for the completed tasks. 

Burçak: Funding is significant to make the project go along because you need financial 

support to travel, to spend on stationery stuff and technical support. On the other hand, 

keeping in touch in such a cross-cultural academic environment is also beneficial as 

researchers might need collaboration in further academic studies. Team members that 

have constructed the harmony within their groups cannot be formed easily; that’s why, 

they should meet in further tudies exchanging data, skills and experience to contribute 

to the field of language teaching and language teacher education. Additionally, there 

is always an opportunity to take part in another joint activity across cultures, which will 

benefit our academic status. 

Serhan: Without funding there is no possibility to continue the project. The only 

positive thing is to do joint papers with the partners. Through the project you meet 

different colleagues from different countries and can do studies together. 

Ricardo: Collaboration may definitely continue without funding although face-to face 

collaboration would be harder to accomplish, which would in turn involve working 

remotely more often or perhaps even exclusively. In the case of the ILTERG project, 
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some researchers have been able to set up new projects and are engaged in other 

research groups. 

Idalia: It is quite likely that collaboration will continue. The most precious part of the 

project was establishing personal contacts which had a chance to develop throughout 

almost three years. Apart from scientific work which was done by particular team 

members, mostly in their home countries, the project offered a chance of four meetings 

(two in Turkey, one in Poland and one in Portugal) which strengthened individual ties 

and created closer bonds both between individual participants and international teams. 

We got to know one another better and now some of us are thinking of being in charge 

of their own projects and inviting some ILTERG members to participate. We might also 

help one another in facilitating the process of publishing our monographs or articles to 

enhance their visibility. 

Beata: I suppose it would be a big loss for the project members if their cooperation 

came to an end once the project is over. They have already built well-functioning work 

and private relationships, why not to continue that and strengthen bonds in the next 

five years or so? Besides that, I believe that for the science to progress there has to a 

an exchange of ideas between academics from various countries at an international 

level so that new scientific theories can be created, tested and discussed, and as a 

consequence of that they are often either refuted or accepted as mainstream ones. 

Although we cannot underestimate the significance of funding, I think it is possible to 

plan future collaboration without it, or perhaps we need to attempt to raise money to 

finance new projects that could be carried out in collaboration with our current 

international partners. 

Sumru: Having established a successful team work together, our collaboration could 

continue without funding at this point. We have coordinated our work for final touch-

ups on our products so far, but we can definitely continue together for further research 

from this point on as we have experienced international collaboration and how to 

maintain it together. 
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Building Up The Core 

 

Organisation Design 

An important guideline is to carefully and precisely define the project’s organisation 

design to fully serve the purpose and eventually attain the project outcomes. 

Organization design can be defined as the process of aligning an organization's 

structure with its mission. To achieve this, several factors should be taken into account 

such as outcomes, workflow, roles and responsibilities, authority, communication and 

compatibility. A well-designed project organisation fosters productivity and makes 

good use of human capital, time and budget. It is also a prerequisite for mutual 

agreement and negotiation. 

Gonca: One of the major tasks of the coordinator is to align the structure of the 

organisation with the aims and products of the project. You need to identify and assess 

resources needed and available to complete the research project collaboratively and 

define the roles of research team members. A carefully planned organization design is 

also needed to develop mutual agreement and negotiation between partners. 

Dorota: It’s good to have space for negotiation and discussion but the final decision 

has to be made by a coordinator. In our project, for example, there were different 

opinions about the title of the book (outcome 3). The coordinator took the suggestions 

of both sides and successfully provided a title that was capacious enough to suit all the 

chapter contributors. Another useful thing might be writing a memo note after each 

joint decision and sending it to the participants, or coordinators. We had a problem 

how many project-dissemination meetings were negotiated. At first, to our mind, we 

were to have organized the two of them, but it turned out that all the groups, probably 

including ours, had agreed to the three of them. If we had that written down, we 

wouldn’t have bothered the coordinator about that. So I suggest writing down what has 

been decided on a regular basis, perhaps even with some information what has been 

done so far and could be ticked off, and what still needs working upon. 
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Luis: It is important that all members involved in the same task get to know each other 

quite well. To achieve a good level of awareness of the other’s values, attitudes and 

behavior, all Members should spend time together, whether this be in the academic 

context or outside the institutions. When international partners are in contact, i.e. in 

transnational meetings, it is important that they share some time outside the research 

context. For this, social events are of crucial importance. Establishing personal contact, 

just spending some free time together talking about personal views and attitudes 

towards life in general may lead to building up respect for the other’s opinions and 

values, enhancing affective bonds between the people involved. Once this is achieved, 

work among partners will flow better and mutual agreement and negotiation can be 

more easily accomplished. 

Ricardo: Decisions were made at two different levels: firstly, among the members of 

the national team, and then among the other international groups. Experience and 

compatibility among national members were key to ensure that all decisions were 

made smoothly. Decisions that took place at an international level proved more 

challenging but the fact that team members were in constant contact was enough to 

clarify doubts and hesitations. Personally, I advise future teams to keep in touch even 

if informally which would strengthen bonding albeit at a distance. 

Fatima Nur: There are several important factors to be taken into account to 

establish/run an organization and ensure the mutual agreement. First of all, each 

member should be willing to make contribution to the project/organization. Also, 

organization members should enjoy working regularly and systematically. After 

building up an organization, work sharing is another important factor to promote mutual 

agreement among the research members. It should be equal. Also, 

project/organization meetings help the researchers to share their experiences and 

negotiate the project outputs. For that reason, such meetings will increase the 

negotiation between partners. 

Asuman: Working from distant places can be very difficult. That’s why, from the very 

beginning, some decisions should be taken in each research group with mutual 

agreement and negotiation. These decisions can be related to the deadlines, 

responsibilities and roles to be shared, how to keep in touch on a regular basis. In 
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order to keep the communication alive, Whatsapp groups or Skype meetings can be 

used frequently. 

Idalia: Meetings, which were organized in Poland, Turkey and in Portugal, were an 

essential part of the project. They definitely helped to develop mutual agreement 

between partners. Specific time assigned for group work, discussion and exchange of 

ideas provided a useful opportunity for negotiation and finding solutions to arising 

problems. On the other hand, contacts through the Internet, by means of emails or 

WhatsApp sometimes involved various problems connected with sporadic 

misunderstandings or the prolonged reply time. Therefore, if mutual agreement is to 

be fostered, any international research group must be provided with several 

opportunities of face-to-face discussions during two, up to four-day-meetings. 

Elifcan: In my opinion, a clear discussion of research purposes and the relevance of 

the partners’ research contexts at the outset of the any academic organization play a 

crucial role for maintaining the negotiation between different partners. Therefore, 

partners should share  what research context they have, what could they provide from 

there and what is needed from where they can contribute to a shared research project 

should be stated and negotiated. 

Beata: Apart from devising a doable work schedule and working in accordance with it 

a researcher has to keep in mind the importance of being flexible and responsive to 

any unexpected situations that might occur in the course of time. Therefore, he or she 

might be forced to modify his/her original plan in order to overcome some obstacles 

and successfully achieve an intended goal. 

Burçak: In an organization design, I think feeling of reliance is the most important 

thing. Moreover, accuracy and clarity are other important factors. For instance, scope 

of the project including roles and responsibilities of the project teams should be clearly 

stated. Then a detailed plan, goals and timelines should be clearly defined, and finally, 

the personalities, skills and experience of the team members should align with the 

requirements of the project. 

Elif: Well, as I mentioned in the previous questions, the research interest was an 

important criteria for me. The researchers, if they have mutual research interest, would 

be working in a harmony. As for the topic selection part, we tried to come up with a 
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study that would answer to the needs of each context and would be up-to-date. So, 

this might be an advice I would like to provide. Another important point might be that 

the researchers should come up with a tentative schedule for the progress of the 

research, and the leading researcher would have no need to warn the others as they 

would all have the calendar – preferably on a google document or a similar kind of 

application, where everyone would see who did what and how the progress is going 

on. 

Olga: Through regular meetings with the team coordinator, face-to-face or via 

electronic means of communication. Close collaboration between the manager of the 

research group and the coordinators in each country is fundamental. 

Malgorzata: Frequent meetings as well as web conferencing can be used. Especially 

for long term projects, it is vital to meet at least once a year. Despite the fact that we 

could easily contact one another by email or WhatsApp, face-to-face meetings 

facilitated negotiation. If it had not been for such meetings, it would have taken more 

time and effort to work on each project output, decide on participants’ roles and develop 

mutual support. Group work sessions monitored by the coordinator were very 

productive. 

 

Decision Making Process 

Decision making process in project management is at the core. The project manager 

is expected to make informed, timely, and effective. It is the process whereby the main 

coordinator and members of the partners negotiate and decide upon project strategy, 

tasks, responsibilities and what to do in case of problems. Decision making continues 

throughout the project execution. For successful and effective decision making, you 

need to base your decisions on complete and accurate data, be aware of your project 

mission and negotiate with others. You need to take into account both short-term and 

long-term impacts of your decision.  

Gonca: A lot of things may go wrong during a project and you may need to make 

constant decisions to run the project effectively. To make reasonable decisions, first 

you need to identify the problem and think of the project goals and then gather 
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information to make a rational decision. With other members of the project, you can 

brainstorm all possible solutions and evaluate them in terms of feasibility. Thus you 

can pick up the best option and monitor the results. 

Dorota: It’s good to have space for negotiation and discussion but the final decision 

has to be made by a coordinator. In our project, for example, there were different 

opinions about the title of the book (outcome 3). The coordinator took the suggestions 

of both sides and successfully provided a title that was capacious enough to suit all the 

chapter contributors.  Another useful thing might be writing a memo note after each 

joint decision and sending it to the participants, or coordinators. We had a problem 

how many project-dissemination meetings were negotiated. At first, to our mind, we 

were to have organized the two of them, but it turned out that all the groups, probably 

including ours, had agreed to the three of them. If we had that written down, we 

wouldn’t have bothered the coordinator about that. So I suggest writing down what has 

been decided on a regular basis, perhaps even with some information what has been 

done so far and could be ticked off, and what still needs working upon. 

Yasemin: The following helped me a lot while managing the decision making 

processes: Transnational meetings and collaboration with the partners via use of 

media tools (Skype, Zoom, etc.). In addition, harmonious group work also helped a lot. 

Luis: As most of my decisions had to be made regarding issues concerning the 

effective outcomes from my national team, I can definitely say that I had to consider 

each member’s limitations mainly in terms of availability. As in any other project with 

such scope, all researchers have to deal with several other personal and academic 

duties which go much beyond the aims of the project. The real challenge is to balance 

all those other duties and their constraints with the aims and tight deadlines of the 

project outcomes. Whenever I became aware that one member could be facing some 

difficulties in responding to my requests, I tried to find alternative means of getting the 

results, sometimes assuming the responsibility myself or asking for the collaboration 

of other members. In fact, any coordinator has to be prepared to take on responsibilities 

which may not have been previously identified. 

Fatima Nur: We managed it through positive interdependence. At first, we had 

different ideas about the research components. In project meetings, we came together 
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and discussed them. After that discussion, we specified our research plans. 

Welcoming each idea is the first step of a successful decision making process. Also, 

each member should respect each other’s ideas. At the end of useful negotiation, 

research plans and decisions will be emerged. 

Burçak: With so many researchers working on the same project, there can be 

disagreements and differences might affect the project negatively; therefore, there has 

to be consensus among the team members and among the coordinators of each 

research group. In our project, our project manager kept us informed about all the 

stages and also warned us against some anticipated problems that would arise so as 

to ensure each phase of the project was completed successfully. My advice can be 

decision-making power shouldn’t be centralized, but it might be a shared responsibility, 

as in our case. 

Yavuz: I was only involved in the decision making processes of my team. During 

meetings of the Boğaziçi team, the team leader always asked about our views and our 

availability regarding what sort of things and how they need to be done. Not always 

everything will suit everyone’s wishes; however, I think the key is successful 

communication between members, which can help find the best ways of handling 

things. 

Ecehan: We worked as small groups and discussed about every step we would take 

for each output. Our group leaders guided us about the requirements and deadlines, 

providing us with valuable feedback on the way. I think good feedback and being open 

to new ideas and contributions is the key to success in decision making processes. 

Lili: Because partners were in different countries, email and Skype played an 

important role in the decision-making process. These tools allowed us to be able to 

communicate quickly and efficiently when a decision needed to be made. 

Nazlı: We had two groups in this project. In the first group, the decision maker was the 

Turkish team. The Polish team made limited contribution to the study because of their 

other important duties in their own workplace. In the second group, the decision maker 

was still the Turkish team. The Portuguese team made no contribution to the study 

except bringing the course books. At the beginning of the group making process, they 

were unwilling to do a collaborative study. Thanks to our project manager, they 
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understood the requirements of the project and we could start the study. However, as 

this was not made voluntarily, they were silent and passive all the time. That’s to say, 

we were responsible for the decision making process in both groups. 

Idalia: Due to the fact that our team consisted only of three people and was headed 

by a responsible coordinator, the decision making process did not trigger conflicts. 

Important decisions were proceeded by a brainstorm of ideas and then our ideas were 

discussed in person, on the phone or on the Internet. Finally, the most important 

decisions were approved of by team members during more formal meetings organized 

by the coordinator. Thus, a small number of team members, despite having its 

disadvantages (a bigger workload imposed on every team member), may also have its 

advantages, as it facilitates the decision-making process. 

Malgorzata: At one of the meetings, the Polish group agreed on the following 

procedure: - a researcher discusses problems with his/her manager, and, if necessary, 

the manager contacts the coordinator. If a Polish researcher contacts directly another 

researcher, the manager is also notified about it. For instance, I was asked to 

disseminate a survey on English as a Lingua Franca Awareness in Teacher Education. 

I cooperated mainly with Ricardo Pereira and the manager was informed about the 

scope of cooperation as well as decisions made together. Thanks to the cooperation 

with the coordinator and manager, it was easy to overcome all the hurdles. For 

example, budget issues were often discussed at meetings and the manager needed 

to approve of all costs. In case of uncertainty, the manager contacted the coordinator 

to make sure that some expenses are allowable. All participants meetings enabled us 

to discuss all important issues and to make decisions individually or in group. For 

example, during the 2nd meeting in Poland, we had a chance to discuss our articles. 

It was much easier and faster to find mutual consents during the meeting rather than 

via email or messenger. 
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Strategy 

 

Using effective strategies is a key to successful execution of the projects. Main 

goal in a project is to deliver it according to its success criteria. Delivering the project 

is a complex task as it should meet many requirements such as budget, schedule, 

quality, objectives and reliance to the scope. Furthermore, the engagement of the 

partners and balance in the team’s workload are key issues in executing projects.  

Therefore, there are some strategic steps that should be taken carefully to accomplish 

the tasks. For instance, if an effective strategic prioritization is done, it will save much 

time and many resources in order to reach expected goals. In a similar vein, if a team 

works virtually across different time zones, one of the success factors could be 

ensuring team members to establish and execute a communication strategy that allows 

them to access to information in a timely way and to keep the communication go flow.  

 

Prioritization Strategy  

Prioritization happens on two levels. The project coordinator tries to meet all the 

previously-identified needs effectively; however, some cannot lead to actionable 

outcomes. Along with the managerial tasks, the project coordinator organizes the 

information gathered by research teams; therefore, s/he needs to prioritize all kinds of 

tasks. The second level of prioritization is related to the project team members, which 

is a personal level.   Prioritizing at a personal level is a skill that can be based on daily 

routines of the team members. They might have many tasks to prioritize such as 

departmental jobs, curricular activities, taking active roles in decision-making process 

in the project, realizing intellectual outputs of the project.  Therefore, team members 

might have different methods to handle these to-do-lists. Experiences of the project 

team are presented below. 
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Gonca: You have to make decisions about managing the relative importance and 

urgency of different requirements to cope with. This is particularly difficult when you 

have limited time and loads of ther tasks and duties. You have to think of time, budget 

and people when prioritizing limited resources of the project. In addition, an 

international research project means people should be working at distance with 

different time schedules. There were occasions when one member of the research 

group was too busy in their institution that we had to restructure the task, distributing 

work load again. The priority has always been the sccessful completion of the outcome 

or task. 

Asuman: “I think there was enough time to finish each intellectual output. The 

important thing for each output was to establish the timeline and check it regularly. I 

followed a determined plan in each intellectual output by doing any related activities 

about the output. I used time effectively and reminded other researchers about the 

deadlines and must-do list. I focused on the project output and prioritized them 

according to the deadlines so I did not experience any difficulty to finish the outputs. I 

followed strictly my plan and finished each output on time or even in advance as I don’t 

prefer procrastinating my responsibilities.  

Luis: “This is probably the most difficult issue to tackle. When we accept to be part of 

international projects like this one, we have to be prepared to sacrifice our lives, 

academically and personally. Many times I felt I gave my students less attention than 

they deserved. Other times, I felt I missed opportunities to engage in other small scale 

projects, in other areas of research interest, just because I knew I wasn’t going to be 

able to deal with the demands. Many weekends were spent at home, working towards 

the tasks related to the project, at the expense of spending time with the family. 

However, I tried to balance all those activities and the best way to assess my 

accomplishment is to look back and be sure I did my best and that the results in my 

personal and academic lives have been quite positive.” 

Nazlı: In addition to the school lectures, association board membership, and full time 

mother care, there were also many requirements in the project. Most of the time my 

priority was to finish the tasks by the given time in the project. So, I studied all seasons. 

With the help of family members, I could finish those tasks. Especially, in the due dates 
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I tried not to have any extra businesses like grading the papers, reading tasks, or giving 

feedback to students. 

Dorota: I didn’t seem to have major problems with that. I tried to organize things in 

advance, so as to be ready for the deadline. The problem was the other people and 

their postponement, sometimes justifiable by external circumstances, sometimes 

resulting from a bad organization of things. I’d like to add that if you like doing what 

you are doing (the theme that was being explored) it’s not much of a problem. And 

researching teachers was really appealing to me.  

Lili: This is very difficult to manage. However, since the outputs involved several 

researchers, the work has divided by everyone, each person with a specific role. This 

helped each researcher and allowed us to successfully finish each task. 

Serhan: This is a big problem in the project. The duration of the sub-topics is a problem 

for the partners. The timing doesn’t meet with the other partners. There is a certain 

schedule that a duty has to be completed but every one can’t complete it on time. I had 

problems in completing a certain task and I gave up completing an article. As we have 

a lot of work to do and courses at our own universities. 

 

Quality Strategy 

The quality of the products is significant as these products serve as tools to improve 

the institution and offer new insights in related research areas in the long run. 

Maintaining quality strategy is the process for ensuring that all Project activities 

necessary to design, plan and implement a project are effective and efficient with 

respect to the objectives.  The team members in a project should consider that applying 

quality strategy is not an event, but a process. It is very difficult to have high quality 

products in an imperfect process. Thus, the project teams need to engage in tasks of 

measuring quality of the products and updating processes till the desired quality is 

attained. Some interesting suggestions and examples are given below: 
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Fatima Nur: Quality of products depends on the researchers’ work discipline and 

enthusiasm. If they are open to development and have a principle of trying the best all 

the time, the products will have more quality.  

Gonca: We have decided some quality standards for each of the intellectual outputs 

developed by the research groups in transnational meetings as a result of mutual 

agreement. For instance, the quality standard for the research articles was getting 

them published in journals with prestigious indexes. All co-authors aimed for this so as 

to achieve greater visibility and impact for our research. And actually, we have done 

that in  the end. 

Olga: Critical feedback both from colleagues involved in the activity / project and from 

other researchers is of paramount importance. 

Burçak: A well-organized task distribution, consensus among the team members on 

specific issues: deadlines, activities, and forming research groups. Critical reflection 

can be done by team members for self-evaluation. They can take measures against 

the difficulties. Periodic feedback can be given to the coordinators of each team and 

those who coordinate each research group can orchestrate the team members in 

accordance with the feedback they have received.  

Ricardo: Communication is an important feature in this context and the knowledge of 

more experienced researchers may be useful to guarantee the quality of works 

delivered. Members should be encouraged to share their uncertainties. 

Elif: Firstly, I would suggest Project management apps like Trello. It would be life-

saving in terms of keeping up with the deadlines and activities. Also there are some 

other apps that we can have to keep the communication alive, something like that 

might be used in future studies. 

Lastly, using Google documents frequently to see the progress of the activities would 

be beneficial in my opinion.  

 Elifcan: Determining the standards of the end product at the very beginning and 

aiming to keep up with them at every step. Especially for the research articles, every 

group determined certain journals to publish their work. Depending on the feedback 

received, all members collaborated to revise the work to improve them. In addition, 
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dividing the work into pieces and cross-checking those parts across the divided pieces 

also helps to notice gaps and improve the overall product in the research group.  

Malgorzata: Frequent mutual support. For instance, while collecting ideas for the 2nd 

and 3rd outcomes, we had frequent meetings. If any doubts occurred, the manager 

contacted the coordinator. Such doubts usually referred to intellectual issues (how to 

cooperate with other groups to write articles, who was supposed to be first/next author 

of an article, how many authors we needed for each article, whether each article 

needed to comprise data from three countries: Poland, Turkey and Portugal) as well 

as budget issues (how we could spend money, mainly from the Project Management). 

 

 

Executing Strategy  

Project execution is the stage in which the plan designed in the previous stages of the 

project is put into action. The purpose of project execution is to reach the expected 

results. During the project execution, the project team utilizes all the schedules and 

procedures that were prepared during prior stages.  Project teams should be aware of 

the fact that effective project execution strategies will change flow of the project. Team 

members need to ponder the following issues for a better execution:  

 Scope: the necessary work to attain goals and objectives.  

 Plan: Realistic and detailed plan outlining all of the work 

 Time: Completing the outputs in a timely manner  

 Cost: managing the costs to keep the project within its approved budget  

 Human resources: Teams to realize the intellectual outputs 

 Integration of partner universities: Interaction with partner universities in decision-

making process, meeting their expectations 

 Communication: Having timely and appropriate communication 
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 Workload: Sharing equal workloads at partner universities, and having the team 

members realize the intellectual outputs in a timely manner.   

 Critical Reflection: identifying the issues that support or hinder the project. The tools, 

skills and competencies that will help project coordinator and team members to keep 

the project going successfully.    

 Feedback: Team members getting feedback from their coordinators and their 

counterparts. Similarly, project manager relying on the feedback obtained by each 

project team.   

The following extracts illustrate how project execution has been achieved.   

Gonca: Careful planning is the first step of managing an international research group 

and project. The planning should involve precise definitions, and decisions about the 

task, time, cost and human resources about the tasks, distribution of the work oad 

among partners and how communication should be achieved. The team members 

should keep in contact regularly about what they are doing to make sure everyone is 

at the same pace producing the outputs. Actually, that was the most difficult step in 

execution. The coordinators in each partner university should check what the members 

in their team are doing, and also keep contact with other coordinators for unity.  

Asuman: The project manager of the institution organized the task distribution. She 

managed the division of labour in a balanced manner that each researcher participated 

in the task completion. Although some of the intellectual outputs were challenging, 

collaborative team work helped a lot. I think the best advice would be to choose the 

researchers who can work as a team. In research groups, the researcher who are 

willing to work together, know each other very well, are experienced in research skills 

will contribute to the group a lot. 

Yasemin: Both intellectual and managerial work was share by the members of each 

partner institution. The intellectual chores were divided among partners in relation to 

their areas of expertise. 

Luis: The most important aspect relating to an effective distribution of tasks is, without 

a doubt, to work with colleagues whom you have absolute confidence. As the 

Portuguese coordinator, I made sure I picked my collaborators from those colleagues 
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who I already had experience in working together in similar projects. A coordinator may 

choose to invite colleagues who share the same academic and research interest but it 

is important that he/she knows how working with those people is like. The tasks were 

set from the very beginning of the project so that each member knew exactly what to 

expect from his/her participation in the project. 

Idelia: Tasks were distributed by our coordinator, who knew strengths and 

weaknesses of her team members. She did not, however, impose her decisions on 

others. She always offered her suggestions, but remained open for discussion and 

negotiation. She did not force others to do tasks they did not feel suitable for, but she 

rather encouraged them to complete assignments which matched their interests. 

Therefore, the choice of local coordinators is crucial because it determines the quality 

of task distribution management and task fulfillment.  

Burçak: Our project coordinator distributed the tasks equally. Additionally, we had a 

close contact and we found opportunities to discuss the problems we encountered and 

tried to solve the problems together. The execution process went successfully in our 

institution as our coordinator, with her expertise, always stood behind us appreciating 

our endeavor and supporting us. 

Ecehan: Our group leader guided us throughout the project but we were free to make 

any adjustments for convenience. I think as long as every member is committed to the 

work at hand, the outputs turn out to be good in the end. 

Olga: Task distribution was vividly discussed in face-to-face and ‘virtual’ meetings. The 

role played by the coordinator of the team in the success of the task is essential. 

 

 

Dissemination Strategy 

Conveying the particular actions to the target group is significant. Otherwise, the efforts 

project teams make will be in vain unless the works are not delivered to the target 

group in different arenas. The dissemination activities of the project might be fulfilled 

through international conferences or social media tools.  It is remarkable to note that 
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effective dissemination does not occur only at the end of the project. The project teams 

should create opportunities along with the project timeline to provide engagement and 

to convey the necessary works. The following extracts show how dissemination has 

been made in the current project. 

Sumru: To disseminate the work widely; for instance, the workbook was presented in 

various national and international conferences/meetings. It was also used in practicum 

courses of the teacher education programs. The feedback of the colleagues has been 

appreciated. 

Gonca: I believe, a project is as successful as its products are recognized and 

appreciated by the intended audience. I mean, ILTERG Project intends to contribute 

to the field of language teacher education. So, it is successful as long as its outputs 

are made available to the ELT researchers worldwide. The ILTERG Project produced 

ten research articles, all of which are published in internatinal journals with indexes 

such as SSCI, ERIC, ESCI. This has contributed to the visibility and impact of the 

outcomes. We also held an international conference with participants from 20 different 

countries. The total number of paricipants were 265. All of the participants received a 

free copy of the intellectual outputs ( the workbook, edited book of principled review, 

the copies of research articles etc). We received several e-mails after the participants 

went back to their countries saying that it was successful and  they would be happy to 

attend the second conference. ILTERG has become a brand name. We have 

distributed the outputs of the project to a larger group through the internet. I believe, 

that was successful dissemination. 

Nazlı: We developed a workbook as a result of the data collected as part of the first 

research group. It was an enjoyable process. To increase its visibility and impact, our 

project manager sent the copies online to all heads of the ELT programmes, copied 

and distributed them to different universities. The chapters we wrote for the research 

collection book were printed both hardcopy and online and were sent to the authors. 

The book was indexed in Google scholars as well. The articles were published in high 

quality journals internationally. The dissemination was made to the participants in the 

project conference. 
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Yavuz: I, and I guess other team members, advertised this project and what we 

produced throughout the project in every opportunity. The two events held in Boğaziçi 

University (ELF Day Series I and ELF Day Series II) were quite helpful to make what 

we produced visible to both the university community and English language teachers 

in İstanbul. 

Dorota: Some of the things we had to do and we did: 3 meetings for the project 

dissemination at our institution but also presenting the outcomes of the project at three 

international conferences (Konin, Antalya, Ustka), all the time providing the name and 

sponsors of ILTERG. We also advertised the project on our university’s website 

through informing the readers of its aims, events, simply its evolution, on the Polish 

national website that informed about the outcome project (thanks to this, a few people 

from Poland took part in the conference in Antalya). The project, its aims and our 

research results were also mentioned in my professional bio when I applied for 

professional promotion.  

Yasemin: We presented them in conferences, published handbooks, articles in 

indexed international journals and chapters in international books. We started a new 

series of seminars at Bogazici University ELF-days. We will continue to organize them 

after the project finished. We invited keynote speakers from international universities 

to give plenaries and to carry out workshops with young academics, pre- and in-service 

teachers and other interested parties. 

Luis: It is important that every member of the project find alternative ways to 

disseminate the activities of the research. Using social media (e.g. academia.edu, 

Facebook) is a very effective tool to do so. Mentioning the activities of the research in 

local meetings is also another way to let others know of the outputs and endeavors of 

the project. 

Serhan: The papers and the other outcomes were all published. Most of the papers 

were published in indexed journals. This was the good side of the outcomes to be 

visible for all.  

Ricardo: Intellectual outputs, research findings and activities were presented at 

several national and international conferences. In some cases, they were disseminated 

online via Facebook or email. 
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Management 

 

For successful international collaboration project, management issues including time, 

team, stress and risk, should be handled carefully. It is aimed that the following 

examples from the current project will guide other project coordinators and members 

in designing the roles of the team members, possible stress and risk concerns and 

setting manageable deadlines for the tasks. 

 

Time Management 

Time management is one the major management issues in project management. It 

refers how each output will be accomplished in a certain period of time, how deadlines 

will be scheduled, how team members will handle their assigned roles in a specific time 

limitation etc. Team members mostly complained about their busy schedules (other 

academic duties or personal life issues). Moreover, a task or an output requires shared 

responsibilities between team members, which may cause some time management 

problems if one or more team member do not finish the assigned duty on time. 

Therefore, the timeline for each task should be planned in case of some unpredictable 

delays and by team member’s approval. Experiences of the project team are 

summarised below. 

Gonca: As the main coordinator of the project, time management was the most difficult 

issue to handle. If you are running an international research project, you will be 

stressed out meeting the deadlines, that’s for sure. International teams consist of 

members from different contexts whose own schedules might vary greatly. However, 

you have to finish the outputs in the due time adhering to the quality standards. The 

coordinator has the greatest responsibility ( and hence the greatest stress) in 

managing each team and their coordinator in meeting the deadlines. Sometimes, the 

coordinating university had to work twice to finish the task on time. Time management 

might strain your nerves. Coping with stress and not harming the harmony between 
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teams is important. At the end of the day, you are a team and everybody is happy to 

see the product and how it is appreciated by others. Then you say it is worth the effort.   

Idalia: As far as effective time management is concerned, prioritization and forward 

planning are of greatest importance. If one manages to stick to schedule, many 

problems with delays may be avoided. Furthermore, it would be useful to adjust one’s 

schedule to timetables of other team members after prior discussion and negotiation. 

As a form of improvement I would suggest using online multi-user calendars to keep 

track of deadlines and milestones. 

Asuman: I scheduled my agenda for the tasks in advance. For example, I tried to finish 

the tasks assigned to me earlier than the deadlines. I prioritized the project tasks in my 

agenda. Although there have been some unexpected delays (for example data 

collection from other countries), I managed to finish on time because of the earlier 

planning. 

Elif: How: I tried to have a calendar on my responsibilities for this project and tried to 

keep up with them by setting some alarms by using an online app. Advice: Project 

management tools like Trello would be useful. 

Fatima Nur: It was the most difficult part to me because I have other responsibilities 

in life and at work. So, I believe that every researcher should organize their works 

according to timetables. 

Luis: Setting a schedule of all tasks and deadlines, in order of priority, whether they 

were project-related or not, and setting aims of fulfilling those tasks at least one week 

in advance. Unfortunately, the struggle with the lack of time to deal with all duties 

required some flexibility in the previously set schedule. 

 

 

Team management 

Another issue under project management is the one related to managing the team 

members within a project. Since ILTERG was mainly a project focusing on international 
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collaboration, cooperation between project members had utmost significance to meet 

the deadlines, to create a friendly and trustworthy cooperative atmosphere, to enjoy 

fulfilling the tasks. Differences between cultures and academic environments may 

cause problems in team management. Moreover, some of the team members may not 

be accustomed to working cooperatively. While choosing team members, the project 

coordinators and leaders need to think from this perspective as well, which are also 

suggested below: 

Gonca: I believe successful and unsuccessful performance can often be linked to the 

effectiveness of the project team therefore it is of utmost importance to link the right 

people in research teams and thus build trust and team spirit. Groups could not 

manage to produce and survive the workload and stress if it weren’t for friendship along 

with professionalism. I have witnessed team members making up for each other.  

The teams consisted of members according to their research interests. However, they 

are from different backgrounds, needs and work habits. Fortunately in most cases they 

have tramsformed eacher into an integrated and effectively functioning unit and thus 

they contributed to the output at hand with different views and expertise. I believe in 

the benefit of people working together can result in important synergy and creativity. 

Yasemin: At times, it was difficult to work synchronically with the partner institutions 

while preparing the projects, papers and so on. In other words, clear roles should be 

assigned to each partner and the team members from the partner universities. 

Members of the teams might have had different understandings of the tasks at times. 

The chores for each activity need to be clearly articulated by each individual team 

member from the partner institutions. 

Elifcan: Communication and setting up common schedules for the outputs as much 

as possible was the most applicable solution for our case. Apart from scheduling, we 

divided our work as institutions, and then divided them again within our institutional 

team. This way, every member could trace their own part and then we reviewed the 

overall work putting the pieces together within the whole team.   
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Stress management 

In relation with team, time and risk management, stress and tension of individuals or 

between team members should also be handled carefully. The individual and cultural 

differences between team members may lead some unexpected problems. Some 

interesting suggestions and examples are given below: 

Gonca: An international research team involves people from different cultures and this 

is a huge challenge. That is also reflected in how they work. Tackled effectively, you 

can make the differences work for you rather than against you. Whatever the 

challenges, there is one golden rule. “No matter how stressed and threatened you feel 

due to the deadlines and work load, never ever harm the team spirit” because it is the 

team spirit that will save you at the end of the day.  

Stress occurs when you feel the demands from external sources are beyond your 

power. A certain level of stress might be even positive because it is a trigger for you to 

get going for the due tasks. However, if you are running out of time and still do not 

know what to do, the stress level might be too  much for adaptation and management. 

The best way to cope with this is to plan precisely, resist the temptation to procrastinate 

and employ regular controls on the process.  

Communication deficiency might also cause frustration and conflict. Coordinators of 

each partner university should take on the responsibility to monitor the processes and 

ensure successful communication. Regular checks on the progress and immediate 

intervention on time and human resources when something appears to be falling 

behind are also advised.  

Burçak: I envisaged that in an international project team, there would be individual 

differences and different personalities. Different cultures and customs were inevitable. 

Some of the team members were stricter about deadline issues, but some partners did 

not concern much. In similar vein, work load in some countries can be decreased so 

that team members in that country can work more comfortably; on the other hand, in 

the other context, project work can be regarded as an extra job the researcher should 

fulfil, so s/he can work under pressure. If the researchers take these discrepancies into 

consideration, I think stress will become an issue they can handle easily.  
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Ricardo: Haste makes waste is a very fitting expression which describes what can 

happen if activities are carried out recklessly and under a stressful setting simply to 

stick to a deadline. Prioritizing, setting clear goals with feasible dates are fundamental 

aspects to keep in mind in order to prevent incomplete/flawed outputs. 

Serhan: When it is a duty with the people in your own university you don’t have 

problems but with the partner universities you have to be patient about the completion 

of the detail duties of the tasks. Sometimes the thing can’t be done on time. You have 

to be patient. 

Dorota: I didn’t feel stressed because I knew I would manage what I’d agreed on doing. 

The problem was others (will they write what they have promised by the time agreed, 

how to inform them about what I didn’t like/ didn’t accept as to the quality of the 

outcome, etc.). It is even more difficult with people from other countries in terms of 

punctuality, word keeping, obeying deadlines, things like someone promised to write 

or inform about something. 

 

 

Risk management 

During the project implementation process, some unexpected problems may arise in 

any aspect of the task. The team members and leaders need to make some 

assumptions about these possible problems and solutions. These unexpected 

problems may cause some risks in project implementation. The following experiences 

mostly focus on the risks due to time and team management problems and suggest 

the team members be flexible and adaptable and find alternative ways to solve the 

problems. 

Gonca: Primarily the coordinators but also every member of the team should regularly 

view risks and identify risks. A risk can be defined as the chance of an event occurring 

that is likely to have a negative impact on project objectives. For instance, failing to 

meet the deadlines, the rejection of an article might be regarded as risks. However, in 

order to overcome the risk one need to develop other courses of action to react 
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immediately. Flexibility is of key importance. Once you have identified a risk, try to 

identify the opportunities, likelihood and impact. Then, by discussing and negotioting 

with partner coordinators and team members, try to determine the best possible 

response.  

Idalia: When unexpected risks emerged, we analyzed them and tried to evaluate their 

severity. Then our team members suggested risk mitigation ideas, they chose the best 

plan and executed it. When risk was either avoided or dealt with, we examined the 

situation and developed a strategy to avoid such a threat in the future. Risk 

management could have been dealt with more effectively if we had been provided with 

information about possible problems, drawn up on the basis of earlier international 

projects. 

Burçak: The risks in our project could have been not meeting the deadlines for the 

intellectual outputs, or the being rejected by one of the journals.  The researcher should 

always take the risk of being rejected by a journal; otherwise, s/he will always swim in 

the safe area and will never broaden his/her horizons.  As for the first risk mentioned 

above, the researcher should pre-plan the actions and steps that will be taken. The 

researchers should always keep the saying in mind: “No venture, no gain”. 

Asuman: For a better risk management, we need to be flexible and adaptable I guess. 

There may occur some unexpected problems during the project, but if we think wisely 

and in a calmer manner, as a team we can find many alternative ways to solve the 

problems. 

Yasemin: Risk factor is always there when more than one partner is involved in the 

project. Thanks to our topic on ELF and ELF-awareness, we could easily divide the 

chores and execute the process of the data collection, article projection and chapter 

production. The only problem was the journals we chose were very slow in responding 

to our queries and sending their feedback on our manuscripts. 

Luis: Any project risk has to be dealt with proactively; it’s important for the whole team 

to discuss eventual risks in terms of timeline, budget or performance of tasks. The 

Portuguese team tried to come up with strategies to cope with any of those risks such 

as the lack of budget to cover travel expenses for all members in transnational 
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meetings, or the possibility of reassigning tasks in case one of the team members fell 

ill or had to cope with unforeseen personal problems. 
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Problem Solving 

 

 

In line with the management concerns described above, before, during and after the 

project tasks, the team members may encounter some problems. As stated below, the 

project members mostly complain about the workload, lack of equal workload, meeting 

the deadlines, keeping the communication between team members alive and 

enthusiastic. In spite of these problems, it is suggested that the team members should 

have the enthusiasm to fulfill the task, the ability to substitute when necessary, finding 

alternative solutions and keeping personal relationships alive. The transnational 

meetings held at regular intervals provide the team members to know each other very 

well, share mutual understanding and plan the procedures effectively. 

 

Gonca: We have defined several challenges of international research groups and 

Project managementso far. Some problems are small and can be resolved quickly. 

Other problems are large and may require significant time and effort to solve. For those 

challenging ones, collaboration among partners is necessary. Then follow these steps: 

define the problem and the cause, generate ideas as partners choose the best solution, 

determine how each partner will contribute and take action. One problem we 

encountered was some team members’ failing to meet the deadlines. It should be the 

partner coordinators’ resonsibility to keep their team members on track. In extreme 

cases, the coordinating university substituted and made up for the missing work. E-

mails have been sent warning against deadlines. It must have been unpleasant 

receiving the emails but sending them was not a pleasure either. Definitely more 

understanding and cooperation is needed to overcome problems. 

 

 

Malgorzata: Writing several articles at the same time was the most challenging part 

for me. I belonged to 5 different research groups. I am a co-author of 4 articles (as a 

result of cooperation with 4 groups) and I also helped one more group to find 

participants and collect data. This part of the project was for me the most time 
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consuming and stressful since it was necessary to contact participants from different 

groups to complete some tasks (such as negotiating study aims, finding appropriate 

study participants, analysing data, proofreading, etc.). It was difficult to focus on writing 

or helping with writing several articles at the same time. Bearing in mind the fact that 

each group’s dynamics and pace of work were different, I found it sometimes difficult 

to support each group, however, I did my best to complete all tasks. 

Solution suggested: A detailed description of each role: coordinator, manager, 

researcher, technician might ease the process of communication and decision making. 

Yasemin: So far, we did not come across any problems apart from meeting the 

deadlines for the expected outcomes of the each output. It was very demanding on the 

part of the partners to meet publication deadlines of the project. Normally, a research 

project takes about 2 years before it produces any publishable results. In this case, we 

had to produce quite a number of papers based on the projects we were carrying out 

during the lifetime of the project. I believe, the partners of the project will continue 

disseminating the results of the ongoing and follow up studies that started during this 

project’s lifetime. 

Fatima Nur: Actually, there were some difficulties but not unsolvable problems. For 

example, in writing research articles, it is difficult for international research members 

to come together and writing up the manuscript. We managed it by sharing our 

workload. Perhaps, meeting deadlines can be problematic to some extent. In this 

respect, project members can remind each other of the deadlines set in advance.  

Asuman: Since writing research articles was aimed to be conducted at international 

level, the contextual differences and the workload of the researchers caused some 

problems during the project period. Sometimes some researcher were not accessible 

within the period. I think accessibility and regular contact with researchers are very 

important. The lack of these issues can cause some problems. For example, as a team, 

we lost time in data collection which slowed down the research a lot. However, as I 

have mentioned before, we managed to find new ways for data collection such as 

online surveys and interviews. For example, to collect data from pre-service teachers 

we planned online surveys. But in Poland, we observed that it was not possible to 

monitor the survey then we applied paper-based version to get the answers. Another 
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one is, the researcher in Portugal, managed to interview teacher educators by visiting 

other universities and sent the audio recording by email. 

Elif: As I mentioned in the other questions’ answers, there were sometimes some 

problems with time management and communication. I think in forming international 

research groups, the members should be informed about the necessity of using a 

mutual online platform to have effective and instant communication. Maybe a brief 

introduction of how to use it might be modelled. 

Luis: Another issue that should be taken into consideration is the volatile composition 

of some teams. Every time there was a transnational meeting, it could be that some 

new members were present and some who were present in the previous meeting(s) 

were not there. This  made the identification of who the actual members of each 

national team were. Knowledge of all collaborators is crucial so that strong academic 

and personal bonds can be established, fostering collaboration during and after the 

research project is finished. 

Nazlı: Time management, task sharing, motivating other group members, and putting 

equal effort into the research process were among the problems we frequently faced. 

Distance and trying to contact online limited our collaboration and performance. 

Burçak: The problems were the challenges that were mentioned priorly: 

geographically distant teams, improper communication due to the late replies to mails, 

postponing the assigned task. Our project coordinator often helped the research 

groups to solve the crisis by ensuring the activities were carried out in a timely manner. 

Also, if team members are aware of the fact that there is no hierarchical relationship 

among them, they can handle the crisis more easily. 

Ricardo: Different academic calendars meant deadlines were not always met but there 

team members compromised and problems were easily solved. Dealing with article 

rejection from journals also proved to be disappointing but team members set out to 

solve the issue and fulfill the required output. 
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Since the current project included and required collaboration between the researchers 

from Turkey, Poland and Portugal, the “distance” was one of the main concerns during 

the project implementation. In this regard, the following extracts may guide how to 

eliminate this problem during the project. 

 

Luis: Probably one of the most difficult aspects in establishing international 

collaboration is the time and geographical distances among the collaborating teams. 

In the case of this project, the time difference between Turkey, Poland and Portugal 

was a main constraint when attempting to establish online meetings through skype. 

Also, the busy schedules of each individual member made it difficult to come up with 

one specific day and time when all members would be free to meet and chat. 

Unfortunately, several times those meetings had to take place during weekends which 

brought consequences to the personal lives of some of the members (for instance, 

those with families who were supposed to be occupied with house chores).  

Gonca: Technology eases the problem of distance actually. It was more due to 

different work schedules that caused the problems.  

Lili: Sometimes it is difficult to find a specific day and time for everyone to meet (e.g. 

Skype meeting), especially when considering the several partners are in different time 

zones. Because of the distance, it also takes longer to complete tasks, because 

everyone has other issues to take care of. 

Yasemin: Distance is normally a serious problem. However, during the lifetime of this 

project we did have plenty of chances to meet with our respective groups face to face 

or online in various occasions to set the tasks and organize our chores. So, in today’s 

technological world distance is not a problem! 

Idalia: In my opinion, most problems connected with working in an international 

research group were caused by distance. Even with emails or Internet messenger 

applications it was impossible to avoid delays and misunderstandings. It is natural for 

many people to treat face-to-face contacts more seriously than email communication, 

and it proved to be true also in the case of the ILTERG project. We often get so many 

emails every day that it is easy to skip even the important ones. Therefore, it was 
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sometimes necessary to send the same email several times to get an answer, and 

sometimes only informing the main coordinator proved to be effective. 

Serhan: I don’t think this is a problem. Sometimes you have problems with your 

partners in your own country and not with the ones abroad. This depends on the tasks 

to be done and the team members. Sometimes everyone has so many things to do 

that things might delay. 

Ricardo: If partners are flexible, there should be no issues as it is a very convenient 

way of getting things done at such great distances. I have no specific complaints at 

this level. 

Burçak: It was difficult to find a common day or time when each team member was 

available. It took longer to complete the tasks. 

Malgorzata: Lack of frequent face-to-face meetings, handling various tasks  

differently in terms of time and team management. Sometimes, especially at the 

beginning of the project, I was not sure whom to contact. For example, I was 

responsible for collecting data for the articles on novice teachers’ critical incidents. 

During the study some problems occured as several participants dropped out. What 

is more, some of them did not send their critical incidents on time or did not send 

them at all. I did not know whether I needed to discuss the problems with my 

manager first or a representative of the group responsible for that article. I also was 

not sure who was to make the final decision. A detailed description of each role: 

coordinator, manager, researcher, technician might ease the process of 

communication and decision making.  
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Communication 

 

During project implementation and management, communication between partners 

determine the effectiveness of the tasks and outputs. For effective communication, 

transnational and local meetings should be held regularly and several communication 

mediums such as emails, whatsapp, Skype should be used to eliminate several 

problems. The following extracts can illustrate how communication has been handled 

in the current project. 

Nazlı: Face to face meetings in visits made things easier in terms of clarifying the 

written data, negotiating the meaning, and solving problems faster. I think group 

members in each research group should make visits to each other’s countries when 

necessary to make observation, interview with the participants, and come together to 

write up the report. 

Burçak: The key element in making or breaking the project is the communication. 

Project members of each country had face-to-face interaction to discuss the process. 

The team members across countries contacted via mails. All in all, every member in 

the group had a common goal, which is realization of the outputs and resolving 

conflicts. Therefore, no matter what the way of communication was, each member 

made effort to negotiate.  

 

Asuman: We tried to negotiate many issues at transnational meetings. Transnational 

meetings provided several opportunities to discuss the intellectual outputs and team 

work. These meetings were held successfully for communication between 

researchers. Moreover, we also used several communication tools such as emails and 

whatsapp groups. For immediate feedback, whatsapp was so helpful. 

 

Serhan: Even there were some problems in getting answers for my mails everyone’s 

expectations change according to a certain duty. Some of them are more important for 

me and not for them and vice versa. 
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Ricardo: Face to face meetings, e-mail, Skype meetings and WhatsApp conversations 

helped carry this project forward. The ability to compromise is essential when 

negotiating so partners must be prepared for this. 

 

Malgorzata: The meetings were a very important part of the whole project. Direct 

interaction with the partners facilitated smooth communication. It was easier to discuss 

various issues, for instance, how to collect data for the chapters of the book, how to 

choose the target journals, how to adjust articles in compliance with submission 

guidelines. 

Beata: Living and working far from international partners might cause a number of 

problems. It may entail misunderstanding or misinterpretation resulting from irregular 

and rare meetings organized for the members of a research group. Although the most 

popular modern means of communication such as the internet or a mobile phone 

significantly facilitate communication they cannot replace personal contact altogether. 

Non-exhaustive email messages can sometimes leave room for misinterpretation 

giving rise to conflicts between the academic researchers.   

Fatima Nur: Through emailing, but when we needed an urgent reply, we preferred the 

use of smartphone applications that provided faster way of communication. In 

meetings, we had the maximum level of production in terms of our research design. In 

face-to-face communication, we gave feedback on our points of view. On the other 

hand, e-mail communication took longer time than meetings. In each way, we clarified 

our point and elaborated on the issues. It helped us to focus on the research easily. 

Yasemin: We used online tools and Internet to communicate in most of the cases. 

This helped us to keep in touch all the time without any flows. 
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Creativity 

 

International collaboration has many affordances for researchers from different fields. 

One of the key affordances is that collaborating with other researchers for specific 

purposes foster creativity. Creativity emerges out of necessary solutions to be 

suggested due to cultural and personal differences between team members. 

International collaboration increases the awareness towards different perspectives in 

both academic and cultural issues. The project members, as illustrated below, confirm 

how international collaboration can foster creativity with some examples. 

 

Gonca: International collaboration enhances publication and visibility. Researchers 

from diverse backgrounds contribute to the research and data from different 

educational contexts make the research more valuable. 

Luis: I have no doubt that international collaboration fosters not only creativity but also 

acceptance of the difference. When we put together people with different social, 

cultural and personal frames of mind and viewpoints and have them work towards the 

same goals, this becomes an enriching context of sharing experiences and 

approaches to solving problems and tackling difficulties. International projects should 

thrive in most academic  contexts in order to enhance collaboration among different 

cultures, involving researchers with a diversity of experiences and expectations. 

Elif: Certainly! Sometimes, the minor things that you have never paid attention might 

actually be of great importance, and you may learn it from the other members of your 

team. As for my experiences, I can say that this process helped me mostly in academic 

writing skills. I have learned some important nuances in how to write academically.  

 

Sumru: Yes, it fosters creativity; getting to know the details of each international 

context enriched the interpretation of the data. For example, we examined the needs 

of the Polish and Turkish English teachers in-depth through dialogues with the Polish 

team.  
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Yasemin: It gives people inspiration to do further work. It also enables one to see how 

people are working on similar topics in different countries. It definitely fosters creativity 

as we collaborate, we see more similarities and differences across in different 

countries and contexts. It makes us think and start investigations! 

 

Olga: I do believe that international collaboration may enable the crossing of 

boundaries between forms of knowledge and organizational research practices. 

Aiming to produce and transfer knowledge on the set research topics, the collaborative 

work developed resulted in joint publications and presentations in national and 

international scientific meetings, thus contributing to the development of theories and 

practices at national and international levels.   

 

Dorota: Definitely such collaboration helps you with being reflective and reflexive. 

You look at your own culture, your own work, or the explored issue in a different way. 

You can learn about other cultures as much as about your own culture, since you 

look at your own culture through your partners’ perspective. 

  

Idalia: I think it does, because it is impossible to predict all challenges and prepare 

ready solutions to all possible problems beforehand.  One needs to be open-minded, 

flexible and creative most of the time. International collaboration enhances creativity 

and innovative thinking in a positive way because it broadens our view of the world 

and lets us see many aspects of our lives differently, from the perspective of other 

countries and cultures. 

 

Ecehan: I think yes. Because educational practices might differ from country to country 

and working with international partners allowed us to see different cultures integrated 

into language teaching and language teacher education. This was also reflected in our 

research papers as we adopted a comparative approach when discussing our findings. 

 

Yavuz: I think it might foster creativity, though this might not usually be in obvious 

ways. For example, I learned lots of new things and gained new perspectives 

throughout our collaboration with other teams. Not a major thing, but one of them was 
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how to effectively organize what we have read for the review articles, which was 

suggested by one of the partner team members. 

 

Beata: I am sure we can learn a lot from our international colleagues. Observing the 

way they plan, organize and execute their work can be very inspirational not to mention 

the fact that they may have a unique perception of the world, valuable knowledge and 

work experience they might be willing to share with us. It might not only enrich our lives 

but also become a turning point in our careers. 

 

Ricardo: Undoubtedly as several member have gone on to work together in future 

projects. In the future the people who we have worked with will surely prove to be 

useful contacts andpossibly partners in similar research activities. 

Olga: I do believe that international collaboration may enable the crossing of 

boundaries between forms of knowledge and organizational research practices. 

Aiming to produce and transfer knowledge on the set research topics, the 

collaborative work developed resulted in joint publications and presentations in 

national and international scientific meetings, thus contributing to the development of 

theories and practices at national and international levels. 

Nazlı: It depends on the group dynamic, time and effort dedication, communication, 

and beliefs. If these things do not come together, not much creativity can be 

achieved. 
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SWOT Analysis 

 

SWOT is a strategic planning tool used to evaluate the strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities, and threats to a project. It requires specifying the objective of the project 

and determining the internal and external factors that are favourable and unfavourable 

to achieving that objective. The SWOT analysis involves the following components: a) 

Strengths: attributes of the project that help achieve the objectives. b) 

Weaknesses: attributes of the project that stop achievement of the objectives. c) 

Opportunities: external conditions that help achieve the project objective. d) 

Threats: external conditions that could damage the project. For a successfull 

cooperation between international project members, the following SWOT analysis 

components listed for the current project may guide future project partners, 

coordinators and researchers.    

 

a. Strengths 

 

- Working with colleagues from other countries (contexts) in our field, 

- Conducting research at different context and integrating findings,   

- Expanding the research horizon,  

- Meeting with people,  

- Increasing cultural awareness  

- Friendships, openness to other countries, getting to know other scholars’ 

professional contexts, inspiring conversations, reflection on action, 

- Positive, cooperative and highly motivated members 

- The research outputs (i.e. the publication of articles developed by a 

multicultural team, based on a comparative analysis of language teacher 

education in different contexts) 
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b. Weaknesses  

 

 

- Lack of communication because of the distance issues,  

- Following the deadlines, difficulties in finding a common schedule, short 

deadlines for quality work, 

- Lack of keeping words by participants and the choice of people who are in 

the project, 

- Lack of cooperation,  

- Budgetary restrictions, and the number of partner countries (could have been 

better if there had been more), 

- Contributing to several scientific outputs such as papers, chapters and 

conference presentations, 

- Few project meetings spread out throughout the 3 years and with short 

duration (these meetings are essential for everyone to gather in person and 

discuss key project issues, so they should last more than two days), 

- The capacity of each member to be able to comply with all deadlines, 

considering the many academic and personal tasks each of us are involved 

in, 

- The dedication of the group members affects the group dynamic,  

- More joint meetings would provide a greater opportunity to further 

relationship building and address the challenges imposed by the project, 

- No previous experience in similar projects, 

- If possible one more transnational meeting during the duration of the project 

could be gainful, 

- It’s hard to deal with people. You have to be patient, 

- The allowance is sometimes not enough when you’re going abroad, as well. 

 

 

c. Opportunities 

 

- Learning about different LTE contexts and working at international level,  

- Forming international networks for further research, 
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- Produce various works in collaboration with colleagues from different 

countries, 

- Creating new friendships and potential future collaborations, 

- Experiencing and understanding different academic cultures, 

- Being academically productive; several articles were produced and sent for 

publication in leading scholarly journals. A book presenting a collection of 

articles written by project members was published. Finally, the participants 

could present their research findings during the international conference 

organized in Turkey.   

- Getting to know new academics and exploring their perspectives 

- The international contacts will always be in our circle so we can get some 

help when needed, 

- Self-development (writing articles, chapters of the book in collaboration with 

other project partners), possibilities to develop further cooperation (other 

projects) 

- Knowledge exchange, personal and professional development. 

- The opportunity to meet colleagues from abroad and national and to see 

different countries and places. 

 

 

d. Threats 

 

- Cultural differences while working on an output, 

- Stress for meeting the deadlines 

- Misunderstanding the aims and expectations due to a variety of cultural 

backgrounds and different expectations and availability of each research 

team member, 

- The publication of articles in the leading journals, nobody could guarantee 

that it would be successful in all cases, 

- Finding a sufficient number of scholars willing to participate in the project 

- Travel arrangement problems could lead to failure to attend meetings or 

conferences.  

- Participant dropout (rearranging roles and responsibilities) 
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- Risk of being rejected by journals 

- Erasmus projects seem to have a murky (yet unfair) reputation in some 

spheres.  
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Final Remarks 

Below are some final remarks from the Project team. We believe the cooperation will 

go beyond the Project duration. 

 

Gonca: Now that the Project is about to finish, all the stress I have suffered from 

managing different groups and trying to meet the deadlines and meanwhile keeping 

up with the quality standards as well has started to fade away. All that is left is the 

pleasure looking at what we have produced collaboratively. And the international 

appreciation we received during the conference was really satisfying. I’d like to thank 

all those who substituted for each other to meet deadlines and quality standards, 

particularly the Gazi team. I can definitely say that I have found some great research 

partners in my future studies among partner universities as well. 

Olga: I must say that it was my pleasure to participate in this international team and 

to share the experience other researchers have acquired in the research topics 

involved! On a personal level, I would like to thank all members, who always showed 

their appreciation and affection. 

Yasemin: I am happy to be part of this project. It opened up my horizons further in 

terms of further work and collaboration with colleagues from Turkey and other 

countries. It was an opportunity for me and my team to experience such a great 

lifelong academic experience! 

Luis: Can we all be together again in another project soon????? 

Dorota: Finally, I’ve got to say that so much depends on the project coordinator, 

especially what kind of person she or he is. Our coordinator was fantastic. She was 

very helpful and very empathic, and at the same time, extremely hard-working. But I 

had a feeling that sometimes she had problems, especially with the project 

participants’ postponement of work, or their lack of time keeping. She did a lot on her 

own to serve as an example to others, or even did the work for others in order to 

keep the deadline (outcome 3). She must have been disappointed at times but, even 
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though she was, she tried to hide it. To my mind, nobody from the project felt ignored 

or neglected, and everyone was given equal attention. 

Idalia: I wish the project lasted longer 

Malgorzata: The collaboration was very fruitful and enabled me to gain new 

competencies in Project management (how to reach mutual consensus while 

completing various tasks with other Project participants, mostly when writing articles 

together; how to perform different roles in the project; how to deal with budget 

issues). I’m very grateful for giving me the opportunity to take part in this project. 

Burçak: I feel more inspired to take part in collaborative studies thanks to this 

project. 

Ricardo: I thoroughly enjoyed participating in this project. I am proud to have it 

included on my CV and consider I have learnt invaluable lessons both at a 

professional and a personal level. I must point out that despite all our cultural 

differences and backgrounds, we were always able to get along in different 

environments. A personal word of thanks and gratitude to Gonca Eksi who steered 

the ship firmly and friendly at all times. 

Asuman: I can say that this collaboration experience has improved me a lot. My self-

confidence has increased. Before the project, it seemed very challenging to conduct 

research with colleagues from other countries. But now, I feel more confident and 

relaxing about collaboration. I feel more open to further collaboration. This 

experience has also improved my understanding about working as a team. 

Serhan: With all the small problems during the project it was great. We met a lot of 

people and learned a lot of things. Everyone contributed to the tasks and we 

published our products, even there were some problems. We created new 

friendships. It was a great experience for me. 

Lili: Overall, this project was a success. It focused on several issues related to 

teacher education, which will certainly be helpful for other researchers, educators 

and students in the field of ELT. Personally, it was a pleasure to meet new 

colleagues, with whom I never had the opportunity to work with previously. 
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Fatima Nur: I understand better that collaboration enhances a research study. In this 

study, with the collaboration of our colleagues, we worked and produced effectively. 

Elif: I would like to thank all the contributors, of course. It has been a very helpful and 

enlightening journey for us, especially the novice researchers. I have enjoyed being a 

part of this project, the research group, and this team. Thanks a lot! 

Nazlı: It was a pleasure being a part of this project. I truly enjoyed working with you. 

You were very helpful during the process. The meals, visits, conference days, and 

meetings were very useful and enjoyable for me. 

Ecehan: Thanks for every piece of effort you have made throughout this rewarding 

project! 

Yavuz: The whole process was rewarding for me in terms of understanding the 

various dynamics of international collaborations and meeting new people with similar 

research interests to mine. 

Sumru: It has been an enriching experience. 

Elifcan: This has been an enriching experience for me, both personally and 

professionally. I hope to collaborate in such a supporting and developing research 

organization in the near future. Thank you all 
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Thank you ILTERG family 

 

 


